
Unique One-Step Webpages:  Important online genealogy databases (such as 

passenger lists, censuses and vital, public records and much, much, much more)!!! 

Never underestimate the genealogical power of technology!  This posting focuses on a magnificent 

programming project created by Stephen P. Morse (born May 1940) who is the architect of the Intel 

8086 chip and is the originator of the "One-Step" search page tools used by genealogists world-wide that is 

organized in twelve sections. To view this innovative research tool that most of us can benefit from, click 

here.  There this site contains powerful tools for searching 1) immigration records, 2) census records, 3) 

vital records, and for dealing with 4) calendars, 5) maps, 6) foreign alphabets, and numerous other 

applications essential to genealogy which is represents a mountain of information. Some of these tools can 

also fetch data from other websites, but do so in more versatile ways than the search tools provided on 

those original websites! Namely, Stephen P. Morse is a both a pioneer/genius through his programming 

capabilities in conducting genealogical research.  Previously, he was famous for designing creative 

research tools for Ellis Island and now his One-Step Websites is a landmark research tool appropriate for 

most of us.  And its FREE to use. Take advantage of this technology and you may become a life-long 

follower of this Facebook group because it will regularly be featuring cutting-edge trends in family history 

technology. 

 

To Get Started! 

1. Click “About this Website and How to Use it.”  You’ll see some great examples of how and why this 

website is so unique and innovative. 

2. The navigation box mimics the blue hyperlinked list below.  Don’t miss the “Births, Death and other 

Vital Records.” 

3. Perhaps that most used part of this website is the Ellis Island passenger list search options.   

4. Several of the famous Morse’s search tools pull data from Ancestry.com which will require a 

subscription. 

5. Little-known aids on this website include several calendar conversion tools, such as for the Julian, 

Jewish and Muslim calendars.  You’ll also find language translation aids for Hebrew, Yiddish, 

Russian, Greek, Arabic, “Japanese, Chinese and Old German. 

I searched for my great grandfather, Anthony Kuzmich who immigrated to the USA from Poland in 1898.  

And here’s what I found in seconds.  His place of birth is different than what I previously knew.  How did I 

find this new village?  Remember, One-Step Webpages uses many more resources than I’ve ever 

considered using before. Join the party and start using it for your relatives and there may be many pleasant 

surprises waiting for you!  And it only took me seconds to load this information cited below but critically 

important in the second search that the One-Step Webpages had access to my Ancestry.Com account. 

Preliminary One-Place Website Search Without Having Access to my Ancestry.Com Account 

(This came out first of 91 reports because I expected exact spellings to be most accurate) 

All Initial Results for Anthony Kuzmicz 
Results 1-20 of 91 

http://www.kuzmich4.com/Facebook/One-Step%20Webpages.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel_8086
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel_8086
http://www.stevemorse.org/


RecordsCategories 

• Matching Person (from family trees) 

See more like this… 

 

o Antonius KUZMICZ 
o John Kuzmich Jr 

Matching Person details 

Spouse: Teckla BOCZNIEWICZ 

Father: given name surname 

Mother: given name surname 

Children: given name 

Birth: date date 1880 city, Malopolskie, Poland 

Death: date date year city, New York, USA 

Residence: date city, Passaic, New Jersey, USA 

Final One-Place Website Search With Access to an Ancestry.Com Account 

(In this second search, I used mid-range accuracy settings in the Search Filters and not only got nearly 600 

more reports but it also completely filled in every blank from the previous search) 

 

All Second Results for Antonius Kuzmicz 
Results 1-20 of 683 (the following came up first out 683 reports because I used soundex similarities rather than exact 
spellings with linking to my Ancestry.com account).  Notice every box is now completely filled out to fully verify my 50 years 

of actively genealogical research.  With this definitive report, I now understand that “Malopolskie” is the county which a 
lengthy travel in the 1880’s from Snietnica, Poland.  Initially, I was confused that it was the village of birth for my grandfather. 
After 50+ years, this One-Step Webpages is better than I have promoted it in this posting and I didn’t have to contact my 
Polish genealogist in Poland to verify at all.  Believe me, this posting is being sent to him and I can’t wait for his comments to 
add to this posting of how the One-Step Webpages is going to help him in research for his many clients. And with both 
searches, I didn’t have to sort through the 91 and 683 reports at all, because the first listing in each report matched my 
research findings. 

RecordsCategories 

https://www.ancestry.com/search/?name=Anthony_kuzmicz&name_x=1_1&residence=_pennsylvania-usa_41
https://www.ancestry.com/search/?name=Anthony_kuzmicz&name_x=1_1&residence=_pennsylvania-usa_41&viewMode=category
https://www.ancestry.com/search/categories/42/?name=Anthony_kuzmicz&name_x=1_1&residence=_pennsylvania-usa_41
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/164354658/person/282139064905?_phsrc=8af-660966&_phstart=successSource
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/164354658/person/282139064905?_phsrc=8af-660966&_phstart=successSource
https://www.ancestry.com/search/?name=Antonius_Kuzmicz&name_x=ps_ps&residence=_usa_2
https://www.ancestry.com/search/?name=Antonius_Kuzmicz&name_x=ps_ps&residence=_usa_2&viewMode=category


• Matching Person (from family trees) 

See more like this… 

 

o Antonius KUZMICZ 
o John Kuzmich Jr 

Matching Person details 

Spouse: Teckla BOCZNIEWICZ 

Father: Theodorus KUZMICZ 

Mother: Makrina Sysak 

Children: Olga 

Birth: 29 Jan 1880 Snietnica, Malopolskie, Poland 

Death: 28 Sep 1937 New York City, New York, USA 

Residence: 1930 Clifton, Passaic, New Jersey, USA 

 

Again, I had all of the above information in seconds.  Resulting that the One-Step Websites fully 

confirmed 50 years of intensive Family History research and in mere seconds using a myriad of resources 

to fully verify the accuracy of my life-time of dedicated family history pursuits. 

Closing Comments and Don’t Miss This Section! 

Here are some handy short-cuts of how to further navigate around this incredible, creative website that 

offers alternate ways to find original research.  With each of his linking sites, the Morse lists can require a 

membership fee but are also free to use online thereafter. 

• Ellis Island 

For the most versatile searching from 1892 to 1924, use this... 

• Social Security Numbers 

Decoding Social Security Numbers in One Step (for numbers... 

• Latitude/Longitude/Altitude 

Converting Addresses to/from Latitude/Longitude/Altitude ... 

• Birthdays 

Finding Birthdays and Related Persons in One Step (dobsearch... 

• SSDI 

Searching the Social Security Death Index (SSDI) in One Step... 

• Ship Lists 

https://www.ancestry.com/search/categories/42/?name=Antonius_Kuzmicz&defaultFacets=PRIMARY_YEAR.PRIMARY_NPLACE&name_x=ps_ps&residence=_usa_2
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/164354658/person/282139064905?_phsrc=irb-1743128&_phstart=successSource
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/164354658/person/282139064905?_phsrc=irb-1743128&_phstart=successSource
https://stevemorse.org/ellis2/ellisgold.html
https://stevemorse.org/ssn/ssn.html
https://stevemorse.org/jcal/latlon.php
https://stevemorse.org/birthday/privateeye.html
https://stevemorse.org/ssdi/ssdi.html
https://stevemorse.org/ellis/boatx.html?mode=ny


Ship Lists: Searching for Ships in the All New York... 

 

Never underestimate genealogical technology options as there is a wealth of information readily available 

and some of it for FREE!!  For example according to the Ancestry website, their price for a US membership 

now is $19.99 a month, or, if you sign up for 6 months, $99.00. The more inclusive memberships are much 

more such as are their international memberships!  As a member of our Church, contact your ward 

consultant and you can get it free indefinitely.  Or wait until the local Church family history centers are open 

to the general public and you can access Ancestry.Com, MyHeritage, Findmypast and other pay-to-use  

family history web sites for free at your local family history center.  Our church has 5400+ local family 

history centers world-wide at https://www.familysearch.org/help/fhcenters/locations/ 

 Below are some important screen captures to provide how thorough the One-Place Webpages can really 

be. 

 

   

 

https://www.familysearch.org/help/fhcenters/locations/


 

 



 

 

 


